Tom Price Article: Tiny Virus Effect: May 22nd 2020
Like it or not, a tiny little virus, a human hair being 360 times as large, has changed the world in a variety of
manners that humans couldn’t, even if the most brilliant of minds focused their efforts on trying. The result
can end up being disastrous or a better world in the future depending on how humans react in the coming
months. The following attempts to frame what has happened in real terms as opposed to what we hear on a
daily basis. Future posts will deal with what actions OTOCI can take to ensure that the results are a better
world and what actions will be necessary by the general public.
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After reading the news following the May 19, 2020 Council meeting, perhaps the best topic to discuss is the
economic realities of where we are.
The current economic/medical circumstances were not unexpected, unprecedented or due to the pandemic. In
1880 and 1930 there were far worse economic crises and in the last 70 years there have been at least five
epidemics of equal severity. Many of those have not gone away and continue to be fought against
daily. Computer legend, Bill Gates has been warning many times that the world was unprepared for a
pandemic. He was right but few listened.
Economically speaking, in September 2018, I made public presentation, warning of a coming Financial
Tsunami. A condensed version of that was also presented to CARP. This was all prior to the 2018 Municipal
election. Few, if any, believed it but if you go back to those presentations you’ll see that most of it is now
happening. As well, I have made numerous presentations since then forecasting the same consequences. These
have fallen on the deaf ears of our local Council members.
One word, HISTORY, provided all of the necessary indicators of what was coming.
There has been a number of events starting in the mid to late 1970’s with the saturation of the industrialized
world’s consumer market. Demand for many raw products dropped as expansionary markets evolved into
replacement markets. A historical shrinkage of the base metals, copper, nickel, etc. markets and employment
levels occurred local to Greater Sudbury. This was coincidental with the discovery of environmental issues and
considerable costs were imposed on resource industries for the environment, at the same time as the market was
shrinking. The steel industry took a massive shrinkage in the mid-1980’s which it has never recovered from.
At the turn of the 21st Century a new era of digital technology erupted. It was a long time in developing having
its roots at the turn of the 20th Century but miniaturization of many components made it more widely available
100 years later. Financially, this enabled arms-length distancing of share holders from the corporations which
they held shares in. Industry evolved into a money machine instead of a production machine and began
building cash reserves instead of innovating and investing in the future.
At the same time, well paid middle income groups were limiting the amount of money that could be made and a
major corporate cultural adjustment was made to out-source those jobs to lower income jurisdictions. This
worked but resulted in a huge removal of middle income disposable income and imposed a crucial limitation to
their consumerism. Owners are now arms-length from their properties with the only concern being how much
money they can make. Many shareholders know little to nothing about the companies they hold shares in and
the management of those companies have little accountability as long as the profits can be made.
All of this was increasingly aided by governmental replacement of the social responsibilities formerly
incumbent on good corporate citizenship. To accomplish this new role, governments evolved into the role of
major employer, entertainer and social welfare provider by taxing the people without producing any marketable

product. It was not, is not and can not replace those roles with the only source of income being the people they
are there to serve.
The financial crunch of 2008 was a clear sign that the system had become so badly mangled as to require
correction some time in the near future. In a market of trade, production capacity tends to out-perform
consumption capacity by anticipating future expansionary consumption. When this gets out of balance
recessions result while production gets rationalized to demand.
As the new social welfare provider, governments interfered in this process and borrowed money to finance a
route that could not be supported by demand by making more money available to encourage
consumerism. That worked but now the economic world was producing purely for the sake of consumerism not
demand. That in essence created the housing crash in the US in 2008.
We have not changed our ways. Governments, instead of addressing these issues, have lowered interest rates
and focused on their entertainer and social welfare role to provide facilities for furthering consumerism. Thus
the drive for bigger and better sports events, arts, housing and supplying essentials to the low/no income
residents and supporting artificial dependencies such as drugs, alcohol, etc.
The lower lending rates that were facilitated to increase consumerism have resulted in governments at all levels
and consumers deeply indebting themselves to the point where they are now unable to afford moving forward
and many will now face bankruptcy, unemployment, more social welfare, and all of the other resultants from
not allowing the natural checks and balances to even things out. We are now faced with a major adjustment.
It may well be asked, what if anything can be done at this point? A starting point would be to redefine the
socioeconomic goal that we wish to achieve keeping in mind that both social and economic health are
interdependent on each other. No correction is possible without the will and actions of the general public.
“In a true democracy, the wisdom of the masses limits the folly of the few in governance.”
An issue that is indicative of our current situation is the City of Greater Sudbury issuance of a factum in
response to an application for a time extension by the appellants in the KED appeal to LPAT. Shareholders of
the Greater City are further apart than arms-length from the corporation and essentially have little or no say in
how it is managed.
It is inconceivable that an error of $20 million dollars complete with an explanation of how that impacts on
taxpayers could get past the vetting of four law firms, three multi-million corporations and a project team for a
$100 million project without being caught by someone.
The amount of $20 million claimed to be due to construction escalation would be a 25% escalation if only
applicable to the $80 million arena cost or 20% if applicable to the entire $100 million cost. In either case,
those percentages for escalation over three years are unrealistic and someone in that array of experts should
have caught such an obvious error if indeed it was in error.
If alternatively, the $20 million was intended to enrage public supporters of the arena and prejudice the decision
of the LPAT then that is unacceptable use of tax dollars. Where is the demand by shareholders for
accountability?
Arms-length management needs to be eliminated and establish a more intimate relationship between the
corporation and the shareholders which in governmental cases are the taxpayers. The shareholders are
ultimately responsible for the corporate actions and a more active role in accountability of shareholders is
necessary before anything positive will begin to evolve.

